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almost to the top of that, merely in the loose soil that is

spread over the surface, that we find his bones. And yet

these, formed of the same materials as the bones of other

animals, would have been as certainly preserved as theirs in

the lower rocks had he existed there. The conclusion is irre

sistible, and it is acquiesced in by all experienced geologists,

that man did not exist as a contemporary of the animals found

in the rocks. At least five vast periods of time, with their

numerous yet distinct groups of organic beings, passed over

this globe before the appearance of man. This is not a

dreamy, hypothetical conclusion, but a simple matter of fact,

which has been scrutinized with great care, and by some un

friendly to revelation, who would gladly have found it other

wise. But no fossil man or works of man have been discov

ered below alluvium, (in which we include drift;) nor would

any really scientific man risk his reputation by maintaining

the existence of the human species earlier than the alluvial

period.

What an astonishing exhibition does this scientific fact bring

before us! Suppose we could" explain by chemical and or.

*ganic laws how the inferior animals were gradually developed

from one another in the successive periods of our world's his

tory. Yet here we have the phenomenon of a being intro

duced at.once, superior somewhat in organic structure to the

other animals, but raised immeasurably above them all by his

lofty intellectual and moral powers
- a being destined to take

the supreme control of all inferior natures, and, so far as need

be, to subject them all to his will; and, in fact, to convert the

elements into servants to do his pleasure. The anatomist can,

indeed, describe his organization; the physiologist can point

out the functions of his organs; and the zoologist can assign

him his rank at the head of animate creation; but how is the
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